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Abstrakt
Bakalářská práce se zabývá konfigurováním Cloud Computing služeb. Popisuje model
vývoje a použítí těchto technologií. V práci je navrhnutý a implementovaný všeobecný
modul na konfiguraci Cloud Computing služeb. Aplikace poskytuje univerzální nástroj na
generování uživatelského rozhraní podle dokumentu ve formátu XML. Vytvořený systém
zjednodušuje a sjednocuje grafické uživatelské rozhraní.

Abstract
Bachelor’s thesis deals with configuration of cloud services. It describes model of develep-
ment and usage of this technology. Application provides universal tool for generating user
interface, according to document in XML based language. Created application simplify and
unify graphical user interface.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past few years the computing has changed many times. The trend in computing was
big powerful computers with centralized mainframes. They were predicted to be the future
of computing. Personal computer was introduced in the early eighties. Personal computers
and servers became smaller and more affordable. Nowadays most of data are stored in
local networks with servers. Many companies found out, that buying services makes more
sense than do it by themselves. This approach was developed to a stable architecture. This
new trend is called Cloud Computing. Cloud Computing means moving applications and
services into the internet,

”
cloud“.

Cloud Computing enables application, personal collaboration, business processes and
infrastructure (hardware) delivery to user over the internet on demand. Users can access
cloud remotely, e.g. with web browser. End users don’t know and don’t need to now
technical details of the cloud, they just use functionality. It is a next step of internet
evolution. Some companies, such as Google or Amazon, already have the most of their
resources in the Cloud.

Goal of this project is to develop general module for a portal to configure cloud services.
Hochschule Furtwangen University is developing portfolio of Cloud Services. Configuring of
Cloud Services is basically the same for every Cloud Service, with the different sequence of
steps. This project generates the graphical user interface for configuring cloud services
according to definition in XML based language. Generated graphical user interface is
deployed on the server and ready to use. In a simplified way, we developed the tool to
create wizards to configure web services.

Every time when new cloud service is added to the cloud, the GUI1 of the cloud man-
agement system has to be changed and expanded, to adapt the configuration needs of the
new service. Typical example is Software as a Service has to be configured by adding user
accounts, setting backup times, setting size of disk space, before the cloud service can be
used by customer. To speed up integration time the administrator do not have to develop
all the workflow logic and recompile cloud management system all the time.

More information about Cloud Computing and Cloud Computing services can be found
in the chapter 2. In this chapter we also discuss different representations. Workflow repre-
sentation describes how the wizard is defined. The sequence of steps, wizard pages, using
XPDL language. GUI representation explains the way to define certain elements inside the
wizard pages by using XForms and the output - Google Web Toolkit. Context representa-
tion [13] which considers user experience and environment is the last.

1Graphical User Interface
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In Chapter 3, we describe implementation details of the application, its architecture,
used algorithms by diagrams. The designed application is divided into three layers, which
are parser, builder and generator. We characterize the layers and their reasons. Chapter
also considers problems, which had to be solved during the development of application.

Chapter 4 is focused on evaluation of application and proof of concept.
In the final chapter 5, we conclude by describing the progress make towards this goals,

summarize the project, its contribution to school cloud computing project and all the points
of specification.
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Chapter 2

Cloud computing services

This chapter defines Cloud Computing and explains its types of services. Sources of infor-
mation about cloud computing are from [5, 7, 8]. This chapter is related only to the topic
of the project, report doesn’t contain other information due to the limited range of report.
More information can be found in [8]. We will discuss here all the essential representations
of developed application, workflow representation [3, 6, 10], GUI representation [21, 24, 18]
and context representation [13].

It is very hard to define Cloud Computing. Cloud computing is a technology able to
solve large problems with parallel computing and resources from multiple administrative
domains. It is a model in which tasks are assigned to a combination of connections, software
and services accessed over the network. Network of servers is called The Cloud. Cloud com-
puting is the growing technology in distributed, autonomic, service-oriented, on-demand,
trusted computing. For example, on-line applications offered by cloud providers such as
Google Apps.

Cloud Computing is not a new invention, but it is constantly evolving. Cloud Com-
puting is based on existing technologies such as utility computing, software as a service,
distributed computing, centralized data centers. Cloud Computing approach combines all
these technologies.

Cloud computing has many advantages. Firstly, control costs, it reduces the cost of
hardware, power, because user pay for what he use. The billing model pay-by-use is similar
like paying for electricity. Also it can avoid compatibility conflicts. Secondly, improve-
ment of availability, disaster recover capabilities, enables to access any desktop application
anywhere and allows advanced management functionality. Thirdly, drive agility, allocation
of resources dynamically and faster service provisioning. Another significant advantages
are new application opportunities, like mobile and web applications. Extension of desktop
software and batch processing.

On the other cloud computing has also many disadvantages. It is a new technology,
it is still under development and evolving. Single point of failure, when one part fails, it
stops entire system. Software licensing, the old models of software licensing are wholly
incompatible with cloud computing and on-demand environments. Performance issues,
policy issues and security concerns. Characteristics of Cloud Computing:

• Virtual - transparent location and infrastructure to users

• Scalable - ability to handle growing amounts of tasks, automatic up and down scale

• Efficient - allows do dynamically provide shared computing resources
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• Flexible - can serve a variety of workload types

2.1 Overview of services

Services provided through cloud can be divided into three types. Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a service (SaaS). In this section we will
discuss those types with popular examples and their APIs. API is application programming
interface, it is set of rules, which allow applications to communicate between each other. It
allows to it interact between software programs written in different languages or on different
platform.

SaaS

PaaS

IaaS

User

Hardware and Software

Figure 2.1: Types of cloud services [8]

On the figure 2.1 can be seen the concept of cloud services and several different types
of development. The ways, which users can use cloud computing to develop applications.
In the next part of this chapter we will explain the meaning of the layers.

IaaS

IaaS means Infrastructure as a Service. IaaS is processing, storage, networks and other
fundamental computing resources can be provided to customer. He is able to run and
deploy software, like operating system. Old name for IaaS used to be HaaS, Hardware as a
Service, they are basically synonyms.
Categories of IaaS

• Computation as a Service - renting of Virtual Machines, pair per hour according to
their performance
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• Data as a Service - renting of storage space.

The most popular Infrastructure as a Service is Amazon EC2 - Amazon Elastic Com-
pute Cloud [23]. Service provides resizeable compute capacity in the cloud. It allows you to
lunch and manage Unix/Linux and Windows server instances. Amazon provides two APIs
- SOAP and Query API. The most important actions are start, stop and status. Primary
words in Amazon EC2 are instance and image. Instance is a running virtual machine
in Amazon Cloud and image is used to create this instance. SOAP service is described
with Web Services Description Language (WSDL) document. HTTP Query-based requests
are defined as any HTTP requests using GET or POST. Actions to call are described in
Amazon Web Service Documentation [31].

Another well known IaaS platform is Open Nebula [27]. Open Nebula is the industry
standard for IaaS cloud computing, offering a comprehensive solution for the management
of virtualized data centres. Hochschule Furtwangen University uses Open Nebula for man-
aging their Cloud. It has Cloud Interfaces, which allows to manage virtual machines and
images through REST API. Open Nebula implements two interfaces EC2-Query API and
OCCI-OGF. EC2-Query API implements funcionality offered by Amazon EC2 API and
OCCI-OGF is Open Cloud Computing Interface which allows to launch and manage vir-
tual machines. Other way to manage Open Nebula is through System Interfaces, which
are OpenNebula XML-RPC interface, OpenNebula Cloud API and OpenNebula Drivers
Interfaces. OpenNebula XML-RPC is primary interface for OpenNebula and it allows to
control whole functionality, OpenNebula Cloud API is simplified way to interface core and
OpenNebula Drivers - Open Nebula use database, that can be easily interfaced with any
DB tool [30].

All well known cloud services has their own API. The similarity between all cloud
services, all allow user to configure them using RPC or SOAP interface. This technologies
are discribed in Chapter 3.

PaaS

PaaS, Platform as a Service is a delivery of computer platform over the web. It provides
the environment, where applications can run. Not even run, but it is also integrated with
programming language and tools supported by provider. Users can develop, build and run
their application there. Users don’t have to take care about of the resource management
or allocation problems, such as automatic scaling and load balancing [8].
Google App Engine [25] allows to users easily run their applications. It supports

applications written in several languages Java, Python and Go. Application just has to be
uploaded and it is ready to serve users. Another cloud platform is Azure by Microsoft.

SaaS

SaaS means Software as a Service, it is probably the most known and common service.
Software is already running in cloud and it is licensed on demand. These applications are
running on IaaS or PaaS layer. Application is accessible from client interface such as a
web browser. Users can access to the new features immediately, because application is not
running on their computer. SaaS offers platform independence over the Internet. If the
user’s computer crashes, the software is still available. Anyone with permission can not
only access the data, also can edit and collaborate in real time [15].
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Google Apps [26] is a typical implementation of SaaS, it provides many web applica-
tions with functionality to similar to a desktop software, easy to use and completely free.
It enables users to create, collaborate and communicate. Application consists of communi-
cation apps (Google Mail, Google Talk), office applications (Docs, Spreadsheets, Calendar)
and many more.

2.2 Workflow representation

In this section we will focus on definition of workflow representation and description of
suitable languages. One of the main goals of the project was to find out XML based
language to define sequence of steps to configure cloud service. We didn’t want to create
new language, because there is a lot of XML based languages, which describe the workflow.

Workflow usually contains sequence of connected steps performed by different processing
entities. A task defines work to be done by person or group of a persons [3]. But work-
flow specification can be understood in a number of different perspectives. The Control
Flow perspective describes activities and their execution. The Data perspective layers
business and processing data on control perspective. The resource perspective provides
organizational structure in the form of human and device roles responsible for executing
activities. The operational perspective describes the elementary actions executed by
activities [1].

The most common and used languages for describing workflow are:

• OWL [14] - Web Ontology Language is supported by W3C, it is format for a relational
data and schema components. It can be viewed as language to describe services.

• WS-BPEL [11] - Business Process Execution Language is language for formal de-
scription business processes and business interaction protocols. Specify actions be-
tween business processes and web services. It describes sequence and conditions within
called services.

• WSCI [9] - Web Service Choreography Interface is based on XML, describe the flow
of messages exchanged by web service participating in choreographed interactions
with other services, dynamic interface of web service. It defines the possibilities of
arrangement web services defined by WSDL.

• XPL - XML Pipeline Language specifies a sequence of operations to be performed
on a collection of XML inputs. Language is for processing XML documents.

• UBL [19] - Universal Business Language is language to define business document
library. It allows to trading partners identify and exchange business documents.
UBL provides XML schemas for reusable data components and schemas for common
business documents.

• XPDL [12] - XML Process Definition Language is a language for describing work-
flow/business process information. It is a standardized format WfMC. Language is
for exchange business processes between certain tools. It allows to store business
diagrams.

For workflow representation were found two possible candidates. BPEL and XPDL,
however BPEL doesn’t support user roles, we choosed XPDL language. In the next para-
graphs we will focus more on XPDL language.
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The workflow specification was developed by The Workflow Management Coalition for
many years. XPDL was defined to to allow exchange of the definition of process be-
tween modelling tools and executional tools [10]. Language specify definition how business
processes are defined through modeling tools to be executed by a workflow engine. This
language is possible without any modelling or using graphical interface and export it in a
general format.

XPDL defines the process activities, how they are performed and the sequence in which
they occur [6]. XPDL uses any XML based syntax, specified by an XML schema. The
main elements of the language are Package, Application, WorkflowProcess, Activity,
Transition, Participant, DataField and DataType [2]. In this document, we will not
consider functionality of Package, Application, Participant, DataField and DataType
because this elements are not essential for this project. WorkflowProcess consists of
Activities and Transitions. Activity is basic element for building workflow process.
On or more activities can be connected to each other with Transition. There are three
types of activities, Route, Implementation and BlockActivity. Route Activity is used
just for routing purposes. BlockActivity is group of Activities, to be executed. The most
important type is Implementation, which are steps in the process. To specify split or join
behaviour of activity, it can have one or more transition restrictions.

Transition restriction has two types Join and Split. Join transition means, that
Activity has more incoming Transitions, threads, and Split means, that Activity has
more outgoing transitions, threads. If the transition has a Condition, the number of
parallel threads depends on the evaluation of conditions.

For more information about XPDL see [4].

Figure 2.2: Example of Workflow Process in Together Workflow Editor

To create and edit XPDL documents was chosen Together Workflow Editor. In the
Figure 2.2 is example of workflow process for creating new virtual machines. There are
two performers, user roles. Performer User can create only virtual machine with Microsoft
Windows operating system, where the procedure contains only one step, fill the hostname.
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On the other hand Admin can create virtual machines with Microsoft Windows and Linux,
the sequence of steps is little bit more complex.

2.3 GUI representation

In this section, we will describe language for definition of graphical user interface. Also the
generated output of the application is graphical user interface for configuring cloud services.
We will explain the Google Web Toolkit (GWT).

Definition of GUI

As for the definition of workflow, also for definition of GUI, We need a XML based language
which allows to define certain elements, especially form elements.

Typical ways to describe GUI:

• Web Forms 2.0 [29] - Web Forms 2.0 is an extension to the forms feature in HTML4.
Firstly, it is not XML based language. Secondly, due to publication of HTML5, which
includes functionality of Web Forms 2.0 is no longer supported.

• XFDL [28] - Extensible Forms Description Language. Represents form elements as
a single objects using XML attributes and elements. It was developed from 1993 to
1998 by UWI.Com.

• XForms [24] - XForms is a XML based language which represent the next generation
of forms for web. XForms is not stand-alone document but it can be integrated into
other markup languages. The data are separated from forms. XForms allow to submit
data with web services. It is recommended by W3C.

In the next part of this section, we will characterize the chosen language XForms, which
meets our requirements, It is new perspective language, good extensibility, possibility to
call web services, support all required elements.

XForms are XML powered web forms. It is a format for the specification of a data
processing model for XML and user inferface for the XML data. It is a next generation of
web forms. XForms consists of of model and user interface components. XForms model is
placed in HTML element head. XForms UI are in XHTML element body and are rendered
as part of the document content [18].

In XForms model is typically non rendered area of the document [24]. We can encap-
sulate data collected from user as a XML document using XML instance. Instance can be
annotated with a different constraints e.g. number or using data types xsi:type. Instance
allows to developers to create complex, which contains more constraints and create valida-
tion rules. It allows making the connection between model item properties and particular
instance, which is called binding. Submitting of data also take place in the model.

For creating user interface are used XForms Controls, which are bound to the data
model. Controls are separated from model, thus the components can appear anywhere in
the element of body, when using HTML forms, user interface controls can appear only in
element form.

XForms is a declarative language, which makes application easier to maintain. It is
strong typing, it is able to reuse XML schema, which avoid duplication. Schema is augmen-
tative, allows developer extend with additional constraints and enhance overall usability.
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XForms support XML submission, which dispose of server-side logic to organize data. Sub-
mitted data is internationalization ready. User interface controls encase all metadata such
as labels, which helps accessibility. XForms are device independent, application can be
deployed to any device. Labels and helps can be referenced, which allows to localize user
interface. Language support event handlers like setfocu or setvalue, which can call actions.

GWT

Google Web Toolkit is open source tool, framework for development Rich Internet Applica-
tion (RIA). GWT is openly and actively developed by Google. Web applications are usually
written in Javascript, but GWT allows to write Javascript application using Java and all
it’s features. GWT is a library designed to make AJAX development fast and efficient
[20]. GWT has five major parts, which are Java-to-Javascript compiler, JRE emulation
library, UI building library, development shell and asynchronous implementation of remote
calls. Java code is compiled with Java-to-Javascript compiler to Javascript code for web
browser, which is the most important GWT part of Google Web Toolkit. In order Javascript
is totally different language as Java, GWT provides emulation of Java core constructs
and classes, which can be translated for usage in web browser. UI library can be divided
into two groups, widgets is a group of basic elements e.g. buttons, tables, form fields and
the panels consist of components to define layout of application. Development shell is
another important part. Application written in GWT can run in two modes, hosted mode
and web mode. Hosted mode is when the Java code runs in as a Java in browser. It is used
for development. Web mode Java code is translated into Javascript code [21]. This mode
is used for production. The last important part is asynchronous implementation of
remote calls, allows client side communicate with server asynchronous, without refreshing
window. Except standard widgets, in this project is used GWT Wizard. GWT wizard is
simple and flexible tool to build wizards.

2.4 Context representation

Nowadays is trend, computer system adapts to user’s situation, instead of the user adapting
for computer. Context representation is one of the two major parts, which allows software
to adapt situation, customize or personalize products and services [13]. In this section we
will describe more context representation.

Context aware system can deliver context sensitive services to user, when service has
required information. The required information is information about user and user’s envi-
ronment.

Using the workflow representation defined with XPDL language, described in Section
2.2 we are able to deliver user exact information, which he needs, using the user roles.
GWT allows to adapt to any web environment such as mobile devices, different types of
browsers.
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Chapter 3

Application Design

This chapter is about design and implementation of developed application. Implementation
of application is separated to the three main layers, which are connected. Application layers
are separated, to keep possibility to change definition language or generate code in other
language. All layers are independent on each other. According to the Figure 3.1 - layers
are parser, builder and generator. Parser of XPDL, parser of XForms and generator can be
replaced with different approaches.

According to Figure 3.1, application parses the XPDL files at first. Every XPDL file
has a reference to XForms files, which are parsed afterwards. These files share certain data,
because of conditions XPDL can access to to XForms to instance. Right after the parsing,
builder of wizard starts. Builder put together XPDL and XForms and create and evaluate
all necessary information. The last step of genereting is generator. Generator receives
wizard from builder and generate GWT Code. The generated GWT code can be easily
compiled and deployed to server.

3.1 Parsing XPDL files

The main part of Parser is parsing XPDL documents. It is the first performed action,
when the application is generating, as can be seen on Figure 3.1. In the section 2.2 we
discussed, that the main parts of XPDL language are performers, activities and transitions.
In the next paragraphs, we will focus on parsing those parts. For parsing is used Java class
SAXReader.

Performer

Performers represent user roles. Every performer can have own sequence of steps. Perform-
ers are parsed as first. In singleton class are held all performers with their activities and
transitions. Figure 3.2 is entity relationship diagram of XPDL structure with elements and
attributes, which are necessary for this application.

Activity

Next step in parsing XPDL file is parsing of Activities. In our case, every activity
represents one wizard page, one step in configuring service. Every activity must refer to
XForms file, like in example in Listing 3.1 and on the Figure 3.2. According to this reference
is opened and parsed XForms file, in this case file type.xml.
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XPDL File

Parse XPDL File Parse XForms files

XForm File Xform FileXform File

Builder

Generator

GWT CodeGWT Code

GWT TemplatesGWT Templates

Figure 3.1: Architecture of application

Listing 3.1: Reference to XForm file
<xpdl:ExtendedAttributes >
<xpdl:ExtendedAttribute Name="xform" Value="type"/>

</xpdl:ExtendedAttributes >

One activity can lead to one or more other activities. Join represents the activity where
one or more activities joins together. Split represents activity, where one activity splits into
more. But the wizard allways has to end in one activity, because of the limitation GWT
wizard module.

Transition

Transitions defines connections between certain activities. It allows to build a tree structure
using conditions. Transition on example connects activity type and windows with condition
type == ’’windows’’ as can be seen on line 3 in Listing 3.2. Condition has to be in Java
format. Type is reference to XForms component with name type.
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Performer

id

Transition

id
from
to
condition

Activity

id
xform
type

has

has
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1

n

1

n

1 n

Figure 3.2: ER Diagram of XPDL file

Listing 3.2: Example of transition with condition
1 <xpdl:Transition From="type" Id="newpkg1_wp1_tra4" To="windows">
2 <xpdl:Condition Type="CONDITION">
3 type == "windows"
4 </xpdl:Condition >
5 </xpdl:Transition >

3.2 Parsing XForms

According to every activity is parsed XForms file for every wizard page. Application loops
through all activities and get the names of XForms files. Parsing is being done by method
parse(). For parsing is used SAXReader also as for XPDL files. According the section
2.3, XForms can be located in most common markup language documents. We use HTML
document with basic structure. The sequence of the parsing XForms files is shjown on
Figure 3.3, in the next paragraph we will explain all steps.

Parse 
Body

Parse
Submissions

Parse
Instances

Parse
Title

Start End

Figure 3.3: Flow Diagram of parsing XForms file

Body

The most important part of HTML file is body. Body consists of certain components, which
are parsed in this part of application. Components are are for example form elements,
Listing 3.3, or html elements, or any other specified element like on Listing 3.4. Implemented
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components has to be located in the same certain directory with given naming convention
-ComponentName-Component.java. Factory receive the name of component and tries to
find corresponding class, according to naming convention. It returns created object, or
throws an exception as can be seen on Figure 3.4.

Parse
Body

Parse single 
component

Is component 
implemented

Has more 
components

Create and 
return objectyes yes

Start

End

no

no

Figure 3.4: Flow Diagram of parsing compontents

Listing 3.3: Example of component for form element input
<xforms:input ref="name">
<xforms:label >Name</xforms:label >

</xforms:input >

Listing 3.4: Example of own component for generating pair of ssh keys
<xforms:sshgenprivate ref="private_key">
</xforms:sshgenprivate >
<xforms:sshgenpublic ref="public_key">
</xforms:sshgenpublic >

Components implements interface ComponentInteraface and extends BaseComponent
like on Figure 3.5. To keep method component totally independent on the rest of the, com-
ponent parses its XForms element by itself with method parse() in layer parser. In layer
generator are called methods necessary to create working class. Description of important
methods:

• parse() - method accepts XML Element and parse it on its own, using method in
superclass

• generate() - generates the GWT code of the component

• generateGet() - generates the getter GWT command for component

• getDefinition() - get definition for the GWT components

• generateFiles() - in case of complex component, it can have own GWT classes, these
classes are generated in this method, using template system. Directory with tem-
plate files has to be located in template directory components/-component-name-.
Component can also has own jar files.
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+parse() : void
+getImport() : Object
+addImport() : void
+generate() : string
+generateGet() : string
+getDefinition() : object
+setXformId() : void
+getXformId() : string
+getRef() : string
+generateFiles() : void

«interface»
ComponentInterface

+parseProperty() : string
+parseAttribute() : string
+addImport() : void
+getImports() : object
+setXFormId() : void
+getXformId() : string
+getTplDirectory() : string
+getTemplate() : object

-ref : string

BaseComponent

+parse() : void
+generate() : string
+getDefinition() : object
+generateGet() : string
+generateFiles() : void

AnyComponent

extends

implements

Figure 3.5: Schema of component interface and classes

Submissions

Submissions are parsed right after the components. Submissions are web service calls.
During the life cycle of wizard, web services can be called for every wizard page, as much
as necessary. They can be called in two places. When the page is shown (beforeShow) or
before next page is shown (beforeNext). Due to limitation, better to say security restriction
of Javascript, they’re called through server like on Figure 3.6. Javascript can’t call web
service on a different server as the server, where the script are running. Javascript make
an asynchronous call to web server. Web server can call any service, without limitations.
For our purposes we need just two types of remote service calls. Application supports this
services:

Async call
to server

Server calls
Web Service

beforeShowbeforeShow

beforeNextbeforeNext

RPC

SOAP

Figure 3.6: Diagram for calling web service

• RPC - Remote Procedure Call - a standard for remote procedure calls where the call
is encoded with XML and sent over HTTP. It’s specifically targeted at distributed
web-based systems talking to each other [22].

• SOAP - Simple Object Access Protocol - W3C standard that defines the way to
encode data using a subset of XML [32]. It is a protocol for data exchange.
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Instances and title

Instances represents separation data from components. Every component, which contains
data need to have a reference to instance. They are usually submitted by remote services.
Instance name has to be unique, to determine which data are supposed to be send to web
service.

Title is parsed as a last. Title of the XForms document is used as a title for wizard
page.

3.3 Building a wizard

In this part of application, all parsed XPDL files and XForms are put together. It builds
wizard pages, with correct order, conditions represented by class WizardPage.java.

Sorting is done by recursive function, according transitions on Figure 3.7. Firstly the
starting point is found, the activity without incoming transitions. Secondly, it loops through
all activities according outgoing transitions.

Find a first 
activity

Start

Get all 
transitions to 
this activity

Get next
activity

Has next activity

Return

Foreach
Transition

yes

no

Activity Transitions

Transition

Figure 3.7: Flow Diagram for sorting function of building wizard

Used GWT Wizard module is beta version and has many limitation, which has to be
solved in this part of application. The most significant limitation is, when the wizard page
is added to wizard, it can’t be deleted. Also the module doesn’t support tree structure, this
problem is solved with a little workaround on Figure 3.8. Because of this problem, every
wizard page must have index. Indexes are created after the sorting, with similar recursive
function. All wizard pages are added into the wizard. According to evaluated condition,
wizard pages are skipped.
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Wizard page #6
with condition

Condition

Go to wizard 
page #7

Go to wizard
page #8

true

false

Wizard page
#7

Wizard page
#8

Figure 3.8: Flow Diagram for tree structure of Wizard

3.4 Generating GWT code

The last layer of the application is GWT code generator. The GWT code is generated to
an empty GWT project, created and compiled in Eclipse. All necessary files are generated
to successful compilation.

Generate
create

Generate 
Wizard Context

Generate Entry 
Point

Generate XML, 
HTML, CSS and 
Classpath files

Generate 
wizard pages

Foreach 
Performer

Performers
All wizard 

pages

All 
component

s

Figure 3.9: Flow Diagram for generating GWT code

Description of generated file on Figure 3.9:

• Create - generates the class CreateWizard, which creates the wizard. All the wizard
pages are added in this class according to the performers.

• Wizard Context - class WizardContext containing getter and setter methods for all
components. This class is accessible during the whole life cycle of wizard. All sub-
mitted data are stored here.

• Entry point - generates entry point class for compile GWT project This class create
class CreateWizard.
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• Project XML - main project XML contains information about project name, Entry
Point and inherits for jar files.

• CSS - generate CSS file for wizard

• HTML - generate HTML file for the wizard

• Class Path - generate XML file with class path entries. It manages the building of
application, with additional jar files.

• Wizard Pages - all wizard pages, with components, conditions.

• Services - generate all necessary for calling remote services - classes, interfaces, servlets.

For generating files, we use simple template engine. Template engine reads the tem-
plate located in directory and finds all matched annotations. This annotations has naming
convention @HFU annotation. All these annotations are replaced with a certain generated
code and saved into empty GWT project directory. Template engine supports also copying
files, especially jar libraries or images.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation

In this chapter we summarize the results. Hochschule Furtwangen University is developing
its portfolio of Cloud Services. We developed general module for configuration of Cloud
Services. Module allows to generate graphical user interface for configuration services. It
allows to unify interface for configuring all cloud services. Cloud Services developers just
have to provide SOAP or RPC interface and don’t have to take care about graphical user
interface.

4.1 Proof of concept

The main idea is to simplify the process of the creating user graphical interface to cloud
services. We will demonstrate it on replacing current graphical user interface for creating
virtual machines in Hochschule Furtwagnen University cloud. We will replace the current
wizard with new, generated one with application described in this document. The whole
creating of wizards is divided into two phases.

First we have to create sequence of steps and define it with XPDL language. For creating
XPDL files is suggested to use Together Workflow Editor. Editor is very easy to use and
efficient. We can create more different sequence for more user roles.

Secondly, we create forms fields or other components using XForms. XForms files are
connected with XPDL, every XPDL has own XForms. Examples are available on CD.
After we finished all this major step, we can create the new GWT Web Application project
using Eclipse, without generating project sample code. We generate the code according to
created XML files into empty GWT Project and deploy it to a remote server.

Because the university cloud doesn’t have a SOAP or RPC interface, we created simple
SOAP server with a functions, which log the calls and parameters to text file. We will
create two virtual machines, one after another. After the filling all the form elements
in all wizard pages, virtual machine was created, as can be seen Figure 4.1. In the log
file on server, we can find created two virtual machine on Listing 4.1. First step of the
wizard is hostname, in this wizard page we fill the form element with hostname of virtual
machine. Second step is type of virtual machine, we are able to choose Windows or Linux
operating system. According to this choice, wizard continuous to wizard page windows
or linux. On next wizard page we fill the password field for administrator login. Last
page is summary, that we create a new virtual machine as can be seen on Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Virtual machine successfully created

Listing 4.1: Logged calls of SOAP function
19 :48:32 Windows - Hostname: vm001 , Password: *****
19 :48:53 Linux - Hostname: vm01linux , Password: *****

In conclusion, we proofed that this application can easily replace current graphical user
interface. Generated wizard can be develop very easily. Some companies are developing
GUI application also for XForms, after the release, creating of wizards will be totally simple.
University cloud developers just have to create SOAP or RPC interface to their services
and application is ready to use.

4.2 Future work

Application was developed to able easy extensible. Not all of the XForms user interface
controls were implemented. Unimplemented controls are during the parsing skipped. Also
the possible extensibility could be the add form validation. XForms supports validation,
but it wasn’t implemented.

Other possibility to extend the application is generate the wizard according the WSDL.
WSDL provides abstraction of Web Services. It is mechanism through which web services
are described. WSDL describes data types and structure of web services. Explains mapping
of data types and structures for exchange [16]. All necessary information are obtained
in WSDL. Information like functions, data types and structures has to be ordered and
organized by user, using developed GUI.
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Next option to extend the application, is rewrite module to use Model Driven Archi-
tecture (MDA). MDA is software design approach for development software systems. It is
based on the use formal models. Models are expressed in a platform independent language
e.g. UML. The platform independent model is translated to platform specific model by
mapping to an implementation language e.g. Java [17].
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The goal of this project was to implement a general module for configuring cloud services,
which will be used for many cloud services developed in Hochschule Furtwangen University
e.g. creating Virtual Machines, setting up the project management tool, docu-wiki etc.
This module provides facility to define workflow process of configuration services, define
the GUI of certain steps and support user roles. Deployed application on server configures
cloud services by using web services. This task was successfully accomplished.

Cloud Services are described in chapter 2 with representations, Workflow, GUI and
Context representation, as well. Different APIs1 and similarities are characterized also in
this chapter. Design and architecture of the web-based module for configuration of cloud
services is explained in Chapter 3. The application can be found in attached CD. Evaluation
of functionality and user’s point of view is discussed in Chapter 4 where we summarize the
results and suggest the future work, mainly develop the application using Model Driven
Architecture (MDA). All the points of specifications were done. The developed module is
easy to use for basic configuration of cloud services.

Except some unknown problems with Google Web Toolkit development was fluent.
I spent one semester at Hochschule Furtwangen University in Furtwangen im Schwarzwald,

Germany. Working in international team, on the same project, gave me a great experience.
I also improved my German and English skills. I tried to live independently in completely
different country, which was a great experience for my future life.

1Application programming interface
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Appendix A

Content of the CD

• Source code in directory /src

• Runnable jar application in directory /jar

• Instructions in file readme.txt in directory /jar

• Example of XML files /xml

• Bachelor’s thesis in PDF format in directory /doc

• Bachelor’s thesis in editable LATEXformat in directory /doc/latex
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Appendix B

Manual

Application requires two parameters to run. First parameter is directory with empty GWT
project and second one is path to XPDL file. XForms files has to be in the same directory
as XPDL file. There are two options to set these parameters. Application has built in
graphical user interface and also we can use console to add parameters.

Graphical User Interface

In the figure B.1 can be seen the screenshot of graphical user interface. GUI is turned on,
when parameters weren’t added.

Figure B.1: Graphical user interface

Console

Usage - generator jar -p /var/gwt/ -x /var/xml/xpdl.xpdl
Parameters:

• -p path to empty GWT project

• -x path to XPDL file and XForms
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